
Year 7 Design Technology 
Topics: 

Safety in the Workshop 
Key Fobs Design and Make 

Desk Tidy Design and Make  Learning Activities          Additions / Notes   

  

 

Introduction and alphabet 

How to lay out a page with a lot of information, create a 4 x7 grid for the alphabet by 
measuring the height and width and dividing it by 4 and 7, rounding down to nearest 
mm. Bubble /block write the alphabet, SC requires patterns or 3D effect, full colour for 
4A. 

Example shared with class, 10 
tools for homework 

Tour and Poster finish for 
homework 

Use the rules in the booklet to help discuss safety in the workshop at the different 
machines and areas. Produce a safety poster using a simplified safety rule. Use 
previous measuring technique to lay out the title. Refer to SC for assessment. 

Finish for homework 

Drawing 3D shapes 
Dividing the page up into title, simple, layered, with holes and demonstrate how to 
draw 3D shapes using the oblique technique of same length and same angle. Show 
how to shade to enhance 3D effect by having 5, 3 and 1 layers of colour. 

Circle templates 

Spray diagram and 
specification and practical 
practice: cutting 

Use spray diagram to get ideas from the categories animals, vehicles, hobbies and 
letters (homework). Use the specification to discuss size, shape, material, colour and 
details. Hand out coping saws and show how to take the blade off and on.  

Do the first design idea – 
background (rectangle with 
rounded corners) and initials 
(3D letters) 
For low ability, give them the 
example sheet and get them to 
draw their own on the reverse. 

Initial ideas with practical 
practice: filing 

Previous knowledge of 3D drawing to create initial ideas in 3D. Break up lesson with 
practical skills, focusing on cutting the corners with a coping saw and filing. 

Hand out plastic shapes with a 
Pacman already drawn on. 

Initial ideas with practical 
practice: drilling 

Initial ideas continued and showing how to annotate a design. Practical skills focus is 
on machines – sander, drilling, edge finishing and polishing. 

Anyone that finishes PacMan 
gets to start making a ghost 

Final idea, Resistant Materials 
and marking out 

Presentation on materials and their properties, students answer questions. 
Demonstrate how to cut foreground and background of template and mark out on to 
plastic. Student focus on background in the workshop. 

 

Cutting, shaping and polishing 
the background 

Demonstrate how to make the perfect background. Students continue to make key 
fob. 

 

How to cut out smaller pieces 
Demonstrate how to cut and shape the smaller pieces. Students continue making key 
fob. 

 



Gluing and drilling Demonstrate how to use dichloromethane safely. 
Keep dichloromethane on 
separate bench from meths. 

Assembling and assessment 
This is a spare lesson that may be missed in the shorter terms. Assessment bolted on 
lesson 11. May start with evaluation if everyone is finished and do a second key fob or 
snail. 

 

Evaluation / Why we make the 
same desk tidy 

Evaluation of key fob project. Discussion of why we make the same desk tidy.  

1pt L shape and wooden block 
One point perspective drawing demonstrations of an L shape and a block. The second 
shape has wood texture. 

Shading techniques 
incorporating light source from 
above 

The car 
Depending on the amount of time, this may be a double lesson, single lesson or even 
completely missed out. 

One point perspective car with a 
street background 

The desk tidy 
This is a step by step demonstration of how to draw the desk tidy using one point 
perspective. Careful differentiation required. 

Differentiated worksheets 

Marking out the base and 
drilling 

Demonstrate making a border, marking out 1.5cm squares using try square. Drilling 
using jig 8mm drills. 

 

Making the tower 
This can be done in the same lesson as 16 to keep people busy. Measuring 10cm and 
cutting with a bench hook and tenon saw. Glue and put in vice. 

 

Making the notepad holder 
Using 15 x 7cm pieces of acrylic, demo edge finishing, drilling and bending in that 
order. Screw to base with round headed screws and bradawl. 

 

Cutting out the tub 
Approx 7cm x 9cm pine, mark out rectangle 1cm in from edge,  demo drilling in the 
corners, threading scroll saw blade through holes. 

 

Gluing the card, smoothing and 
assembling 

Demo gluing the card to the underside of the base. Making sure everything is smooth 
before assembling. 

 

Painting the plywood sign and 
assessment 

This is an extension if there is time. Demo painting plywood and glue to the tower. 
Assessment of practical. 

 

 



Year 8 Design Technology 

Project: Book End 

Lesson No. and Title     Learning Activities     

1 Introduction Creating the homework using spray diagram activity. Specification. Laying out the design page with L shapes. 

2 Designing initial ideas Students use homework to create their four designs. Colour and annotate using the materials tray. Assess. 

3 Introduction to Computer Aided Design using 
Sketchup 

DIRT. Use checklist to introduce Sketchup. By end of lesson have created book end stand. 

4 Using CAD to create ideas. Using the step by step guides. Students create a car and person wearing shorts on the stand. 

5 Using CAD to create ideas continued. Using the step by step guides, students create an animal and a first attempt at their final idea using the skills they 
have learnt. 

6 Using CAD to develop the final idea. Either develop one of the previous ideas or create their own final idea using their newly developed skills. They may 
also have time to create an exploded view. They create an actual size 2D drawing on a piece of card which will be used 
as a shorthand method of measuring the components. 

7 Working Drawing of the bookend stand. Students follow the method described by the teacher of how to draw the front and side view of one piece of the 
stand. This will include measurements accurate to BS8888 and will also include two methods for marking out the 
finger joint. 

8 Making the bookend stand Measure and mark out to 15cm with a try square. Cut the wood with a bench hook and tenon saw. Mark out the 
finger join using the same method as previous lesson. Cut the joint with a chisel and mallet. The second piece will be 
marked out by lining up the pieces and cut with a scroll saw. The pieces are glued at a right angle and the stand left to 
dry on its side. 

9 Introduction to painting The stands have been trimmed but the students will have to sand the stand so it is very smooth. Demonstrate how to 
apply a thin layer of white undercoat and explain why. 

10 Making the design Demonstrate how to make a small wooden man using pine, plywood and dowel. Demonstrate how to make an animal 
by layering pine and using a rasp to roughly round the body. Demonstrate how to make a car by cutting out one layer 
and using that as a template for the other layers. 

11 Organising paint and project management Demonstrate how the painting should be done in the classroom applying thin coats so that it dries quickly. When 
waiting for pain to dry, students are to do model making. A number of practical lessons are now dedicated to the 
completion of the bookend. 

12 Work in progress At the end of a suitable lesson midway through the practical outcome the students have their unfinished model 
photographed. At the beginning of the next lesson they annotate the photograph with notes on what is to be done in 
order to get finished. 

13 Assessment of practical outcome and 
evaluation 

When the bookend are complete they are photographed again and assessed. The student complete the evaluations 
and glossary in the booklets. 

 



Year 9 Design Technology 

Projects: Jewellery Box, Acrylic, Vacuum Forming, The Metal Man 

Lesson No. and Title        Learning Activities      

1 Introduction Investigating storage of jewellery using spray diagram activity. Specification. Start Initial idea 1 – the basic box 

2 Designing initial ideas Continue the basic box and do the box with drawer. Colour. Annotate with materials and measurements. 

3 Designing initial ideas Demo the round box with drawer and the hexagonal box. Students may use idea 4 for their own design. 

3 Recapping of knowledge of Computer Aided 
Design using Sketchup 

DIRT. Use checklist to recap on Sketchup. 

4 Developing boxes with joints using CAD Using the step by step guides. Student work at their own pace to create up to six jointed boxes. 

5 Developing boxes with joints continued Continued. Homework issued. 

6 Focused Practical Task Create four corner joints in the workshop following demonstrations. 

7 Developing the final idea using CAD Students create their final idea on Sketchup 

8 Developing an exploded view. Explode the view annotate printouts with materials, measurements and method. 

9 Begin practical. Marking out and cutting the 
sides. 

Demo marking and cutting the sides to right angles. 

10 Gluing and compressing. Reasons for 
compression. 

Demonstrate gluing and compressing. Using the box with a drawer as the exemplar – show how to measure and cut 
the plywood middle and base. Show how to measure the top. 

11 Using belt sanders and creating dowel joints. Demo belt sanders. How to change them, speeds, safety, how to use them, when to use different grades of paper. 

12 Making a drawer and quality control. Demo how to make the inner drawer. Demo how to make a drawer front and how to make handle using the centre 
lathe. 

13 Lids and hinges Demo how to make a hinged lid, how to mark out and drill pilot holes for the hinges. 

14 Materials used in this project in depth. 
Hinges recap and decoration planning. 

Work in books then continue with practical. Homework on how to cut a joint. 

15 Work in progress 
 How to create a stencil with masking tape. 

Demo this in classroom. 

16 Metal ring holders Everyone to focus on metalwork this lesson. Demo how to make the metal ring holder by cutting sheet steel and bar, 
brazing and dip coating. 

17 Applying varnish Demo 

18 Applying felt and finishing touches Demo felt, feet and mirror. 

19 Assessment and evaluations Work books 

  

Acrylic Project  

1 Introduction to project. Working with acrylic. Demonstrate working with acrylic in the workshop. Demonstrate drilling, cutting, filing, heating and forming, line 
bending, layering/gluing and finishing. Students create a working with acrylic sheet. 

2 Product Research Students look for possible products to make using acrylic such as small animals, phone holders or puzzles. They 
explain how they could make this out of acrylic. 



3 Design Ideas Students produce three design ideas. Two are sketched, coloured and annotated and the third is developed using 
Sketchup. 

4 Making the acrylic model A number of practical lessons now take place where the students make the acrylic model using the techniques 
demonstrated in the first lesson. 

  

Vacuum Forming Project  

1 Introduction to vacuum forming Demonstrate how to use the vacuum former to create hollow plastic shapes. Students write up this theory as a series 
of 2D diagrams. 

2 Design Ideas Students usually design a name sign for this project but they can experiment with other ideas. They present their idea 
as a drawing and as a Sketchup print out. 

3 Making the sign Demonstrate the best way to make the moulds and glue them together. A number of practical lessons continue until 
the sign is vacuum formed. 

  

Metal Man Project  

1 Introduction to project and MIG welding 
theory 

Students draw a diagram of the MIG welder set up and annotate. Watch a video of someone MIG welding. Do a write-
up. 

2 Cutting steel with tin snips Demonstration of how to cut steel with tin snips. Making the steel safe by filing. Drilling sheet steel. 

3 Tapping and turning threads Demonstrate how to tap a thread in a hole (female) and turn a thread around a round bar (male) 

4 Bending metal and forging metal. Demonstrate making the legs by turning while cold. Making the arms by forging after they have the threads. 

5 Rivets and MIG welding Demonstrate how to use set and snaps to rivet metal. Students practice MIG welding 

6 Brazing Students braze the legs to the platform. 

7 Applying a finish Apply a transparent lacquer or paint. 

  

  
 

 


